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Meeting Summary 

 
Date: Tuesday 17th May 2022   Time: 13.00pm – 15.00pm   Venue:   Virtual by Microsoft Teams 
 
In Attendance: 
 

Members: (state names with initials in 
brackets) 

Role Job Title Site 

Christina Malamateniou (CM) Chair Programme Director City, University of London 

Sonyia McFadden SMF) Vice Chair Senior Lecturer in Diagnostic Radiography 
and Imaging 

University of Ulster 

Noorayen Alware (NA) Advisory Sonographer Queen’s Hospital, Romford 

Kwun-Ye Chu (KC) Advisory Research Radiographer Oxford University NHS Trust 

Claire Currie (CC) Advisory Lecturer in Diagnostic Imaging Glasgow Caledonian University 

Avnet Gill (AG) Advisory Senior Research Radiographer Churchill Hospital, Oxford 

Rebecca Hawkesford (RH) Advisory Radiographer/Lecturer Birmingham City University 

Christopher Kalinka (CK) UK Council Member UK Council Member Royal Glamorgan Hospital 

Paul Matthews (PM) Advisory Advanced Practitioner East Surrey Hospital, Redhill, Surrey 

Yasmin McQuinlan (YMQ) Advisory Research Radiographer/Lead Dosimetrist Mirada Medical Ltd 

Sarah Peters (SP) Advisory IRMER Policy Lead Department of Health and Social 
Care 

Clare Rainey (CR) Advisory Lecturer University of Ulster 

Martin Sykes (MS) Advisory Chief Nursing & AHP Information Officer Scunthorpe General Hospital 

Wendy Town (WT) Advisory Radiographer Darent Valley Hospital, Dartford 

Richard Tucker (RT) Advisory Diagnostic Radiographer Queen’s Medical Centre, 
Nottingham 

Nicholas Woznitza (NW) Advisory Consultant Radiographer University College Hospital, London 
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Observers:    

Tracy O’Regan (TOR) Professional Officer  Society & College of Radiographers 

Valerie Asemah (VA) Minutes  Society & College of Radiographers 

Brian Ellwood (BE) AXREM  AXREM 

Graham King (GK) AXREM  AXREM 

    

 
Apologies: 
 

Mark Ayears (MA) AXREM  AXREM 

Christopher Gibson (CG) Advisory Student Canterbury Christchurch University 

    

 
 
Outstanding Actions: 
 

Item No. Description Owner Due Date Status 

4.4 Presentations and paper dissemination so far/group member local work:  Following some updates from 
members of the group it was agreed that excellent work should be celebrated, and everyone was encouraged 
to send in their successes and achievements to ToR to be added to the SoR webpages.   
 
Members of the group can also send news to the synergy news editor at synergynews@haymarket.com  

All End of 2021. 
News 
updates 
ongoing. 

Good news 
article sent 
to Synergy 
News. 
Member 
bios all on 
webpage. 

5.1 Case Studies Posters and some Phrases:  CM asked the group to collate successful case studies of 
radiographers carrying out doctoral research, AI in industry or even AI in innovation so that these can be 
uploaded to Synergy magazine.  Really anything to highlight AI. 

All Ongoing  

mailto:synergynews@haymarket.com
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8.1 AI Research database for prospective supervisors and synergies (UK and IE). CM suggested the creation 
of a research database on different topics and related prospective PhD supervisors and matching these two 
up could facilitate future CoRIPS and doctoral fellowships grants - which in turn could promote AI in 
research in radiography.  CM will update further at the next meeting 

CM Ongoing  

10.1 Partnership with Industry (AXREM): A discussion was held around progressing a partnership with industry; 
working with other EU professional bodies such as the AAMD, the Danish Society, and so on.  YMQ will 
provide TOR with details of Denmark and Switzerland who are keen to work on joint projects. 

YMQ   

11.1 Awards for AI Annually:  CM will liaise with TOR in regard to offering a place on an AI award. CM   

12.1 Arrange Company Internships Schemes on AI for Radiographers:  Following a discussion on company 
internship schemes it was agreed that GK would take this idea back to the AXREM special focus groups 
for AI. 

AXREM Spring 2022 First 
meeting held 
& draft 
document in 
process. 
Presentation 
made to 
AXREM 
special focus 
group. 

13.1 SoR webpages: The AI Advisory Group webpage has been populated with group member bios Artificial 
Intelligence Advisory Group | SoR  For any amendments, additions or updates please email tracyo@sor.org  
 
The next step for the group is to set up an AI page for SoR members – focusing on the provision of guidance and 
education, relevant links etc. Advisory group members to suggest content – ToR will liaise with the web content 
officer to initially set up and then keep the pages updated. 

All Ongoing  

     

15.1 Set Workplan:  discussion around the group workplan and work ongoing.  September 
2022 

Workplan 
approved by 
Executive 
director 

https://www.sor.org/about/get-involved/advisory-groups/artificial-intelligence-advisory-group
https://www.sor.org/about/get-involved/advisory-groups/artificial-intelligence-advisory-group
mailto:tracyo@sor.org
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1. WELCOME 
 
1.1 CM welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked them for taking the time to attend.  CM also apologised for having to change the date of this meeting. 
 
1.2 New member Martin Sykes was welcomed, and brief introductions were made for his benefit.  He is the first radiographer to be a Topol Fellow. 
 
 
2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
2.1 Apologies for absence received from Mark Ayears and Christopher Gibson. 
 
 
3. REVIEW OF MINUTES, PREVIOUS MEETING 
 
3.1 CM went through the minutes updating and reviewing actions.  CM congratulated SMF who received a gold medal award at the recent Centenary awards 

ceremony.  She futher congratulated the other members who received awards.  CM further indicated that SMF who has agreed to be Vice Chair would be a 
good idea if she would carry on to the Chair when she steps down, to keep succession going. 

 
 
4. MATERS ARISING NOT OTHERWISE ON THE AGENDA 

professional 
policy. 

15.2 BE mentioned to the group that the MHRA has a consultation open and asked the group is they would 
view and respond. 

All  Completed 

     

16.1 Additional Meetings:  Following a discussion around internships, TOR agreed to set a meeting up. TOR December 
2021 

Completed 

17.1 AOB: All expressions of interest for Vice Chair should be sent to VA. All   
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4. There were no matters arising. 
 
 
5. REPORT RE: ADVISORY GROUP NETWORKING ACTIVITIES INCLUDING MEETING WITH AXREM, HRE THIS WEEK, TWITTER 

ACCOUNT, SOR WEBSITE 
 
5.1 TOR updated the group informing them that she and CM met with AXREM last week to discuss a possible internship with industry and spoke on patient care, 

the Patient Advisory Group (PAG) and the importance of making sure that AI is patient-centred.  CM also added her update.  It was noted that a good 
proportion of the people present at the AXREM special focus group were radiographers previously.  It is hoped that AXREM member organisations would be 
willing to take on radiographers as interns. 

 
5.1.1 To note that the Twitter account is up and running and TOR has been retweeting things @SoR_AI-Advisory   She encouraged everyone to keep tweeting and 

include AI so that the group can get some visibility.  CM queried if everyone has seen the twitter account and if not do let her know. 
 
5.1.2 The SoR website page for the AI advisory group has been updated, with just a couple of people’s bios that are missing but the page is looking good.  CM kindly 

put the link in the ‘chat’ section of the meeting so that members could look and see if their bios needed updating etc.  She also mentioned that TOR has done 
a lot of work on the AI webpage. To note that the SoR now have their own webpage team – Blu and Felix who can update and offer advise for design and 
change on the webpages.  MS and anyone else who are not listed on the website should contact CM or TOR who will get their bios uploaded. 

 
ACTION: ALL 

 
5.1.3 CM informed the group that the meeting with HRE is this week and asked if anyone on the group were considering an AI course.  CC indicated that someone 

from her trust would be attending the HRE meeting.  BH indicated that she will be starting with BCU this week and will talk about this.  She will also check 
with her colleague Helen.  It was noted that other HEIs are hoping to develop AI courses.  There was a good discussion around developing AI education. 

 
 A recent survey was done, and the results highlighted that many people keen to use AI whilst others were a bit hesitant.  Results are being analysed now and 

AG will share with the group. 
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5.1.4 CM indicated that there will be a wave of publications to standardise how AI is reported and validated suggesting a template for writing AI.  To note that HEE 
has been working for some time with Manchester University and other stakeholders on a digital competencies framework system.  UCL Partners might be 
engaged with this work as well.  TOR indicated that there was a webinar which CR attended.  There was a very impressive section on AI.  An assessment tool 
is still in testing.  MS mentioned work that Chris Tack did. 

 
5.1.5 CM updated the group on the work that the BSI is doing on AI.  There is a team of 20-25 people, including Dr Danny Router who shared the framework with 

her.  A document will be out later this year.  TOR was thanked for her work outlining AI with a presentation for the Patient Advisory Group. 
 
 
 
6. VIEWS RE FURTHER PUBLICATIONS FROM THE GROUP / ANY FURTHER PUBLICATIONS, PRESENTATIONS, RESEARCH 

GRANTS ETC. 
 
6.1 The group discussed various publications and updates. 
 
 CM asked the group if there was anything new they have published in relation to AI since the last meeting and stated that collaboration is very important.  If 

anyone need any assistance, please do ask.  Most of CM’s papers have co-authors as she likes working with others. 
 
 CR updated the group on her various papers; her first paper (Education Provision and Knowledge of UK Radiographers) is currently published with Frontiers 

in Digital Health and her second paper (Future Expectations and Perceptions of AI) is with JMIRS for consideration, an update is expected soon.  The third 
paper considers Reporting Radiographers perceptions and how they felt about AI / impact.  She is continuing to work focused on automation bias. 

 
 SMF mentioned that Spencer Goodman or KC is not currently at the meeting, but the paper is in process.  YMQ and BH indicated that they would be happy 

to assist.  SMF will contact Spencer and KC with an update. 
 

ACTION: SMF  
 
6.2 CM encourage the group to share their successes, as part of the group is to celebrate each other successes and elevate the profession  YMQ mentioned that she 

is off to America at the end of June to speak to dosimetrists and therapy radiographers on AI and hopefully by the end of May she will be hearing from ASTRO 
as to whether her abstract has been accepted. The paper was on a particular interest of hers, whether or not there is racial bias in radiotherapy modelling (this 
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work will be continued even if it does not get accepted at ASTRO).  CM informed the group that there have been many presentations on AI and she was 
extremely fortunate to be invited to speak all over the world. 

 
6.3 Research Grants – 2 weeks ago saw a special AI call for the CoRIPS grant, members are grateful to our Society for this.  Did anyone on this group apply?  TOR 

informed the group that there were 5 CoRIPS applications and 6 AI applications which is very encouraging and show that radiographers are talking about AI 
and that this group is spreading with people more aware.  All the talks, presentations and networking around AI has garnered good results. 

 
6.4 CR queried how many grants will be funded and TOR explained that there is enough money to fund all applications, but it depends on the quality of the project.  

CM also put in an AI application, and she shared this with the group after checking that no-one present would be involved in the assessment of applications to 
the college. 

 
6.5 An application from Ulster has also been put it by CR which she shared with the group.  NW updated on the huge grant received in 2021, the AAC award 

which was a CT Heads Triage within the acute setting (two million granted) to look at a phase 3 award and the most recent one was for three million to look at 
AI Triage at seven sites across England. 

 
6.6 SMF informed the group the Radiological Research Trust is offering small research grants for early career researchers in medical imaging of up to £5,0000 and 

the grant deadline is Friday 24th June 2022, so if anyone is interested, they could contact her. 
 
 
7. REVIEW OF AI GROUP WORKPLAN & FORMATION OF WORKING PARTY TO REVIEW & UPDATE GUIDANCE DOCUMENT – 

INCLUDE PROCUREMENT & IMPLEMENTATION 
 
7.1 The group went through the workplan and discussed any work that is still outstanding.  TOR chatted about the formation of a separate AI webpage for SoR 

members which gives greater information around AI, volunteers are needed to assist.  There are quite a few ideas to start with.  Everyone liked this idea of a 
separate webpage. TOR was thanked for the work done to date. 

 
7.2 The @SoR_AI_Advisory twitter account is set up. Next step is to develop case studies also.  CM and SMF had planned to speak on clinical challenges for a 

case study, work is ongoing. 
 
7.3 TOR will update the workplan after the meeting and share with the group in due course. 
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7.4 CM updated on the previous successful CoRIPS grant, which is ongoing and related to regulation.  Work will materialise over a few months, RA recruited.  CM 

might call on some of the members as she wants to set up an online focus group for 4th July to come on board to discuss AI regulation.  SP and MS was invited 
to join the focus group. 

 
7.5 The next update of SoR AI guidance will be discussed at the November meeting.  CM asked for volunteers from the group to look at the current guidance and 

say what is needed to progress it.  SMF, AG, NA and RT volunteered. 
 

ACTION: SMF, AG, NA & RT 
 
 
8. COLLABORATION/CROSSOVER WITH OTHER ADVISORY GROUPS – RADIOGRAPHIC INFORMATICS, PATIENTS, MANAGERS 
 
8.1 There was a discussion around collaboration and working with other advisory groups.  CM queried whether it would be possible to invite Alex Peck (Chair of 

the Radiographic Informatics Advisory Group – RIAG) to a meeting or speak with him to see how they may work together.  TOR suggested it would be good 
to invite him.  TOR will liaise. 

 
ACTION: TOR 

 
8.2 TOR has been liaising with the Patient Advisory Group (PAG) and following discussion it was suggested that a joint piece of work could be done with them.  

Priorities around person centred care and AI was discussed. The PAG chair has offered an invitation to TOR to attend their next meeting. TOR will report 
back. 

 
ACTION: TOR 

 
8.3 TOR has been liaising with Alexandra Lipton, the officer who supports senior service managers.  An intention is to promote collaboration with this AI group.  

The Quality Standards for Imaging (QSI) group hold an online meeting once per month and Tracy will explore the possibility of this group presenting an 
overview of AI to them.  This is ongoing work and TOR will keep the group updated. 
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9. GENERAL DISCUSSION – CURRENT ISSUES, EXPERIENCES, OVERVIEW OF HOW PRACTICE IS GOING 
 
9.1 The Chair asked the group if there are any issues they want to discuss.  To note that YMQ and RH has agreed to join KC to work on a document.  KC will 

contact and update Spencer Goodman and include YMQ and RH. 
 

ACTION: KC 
 
 
10. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
10.1 KC informed the group that whilst at ESTRO she found out that Canada has a free programme for health care leaders and clinicians to learn about AI, funded 

by a grant and available to everyone in Canada.  Is this something that we as a group can champion for the UK?  Seems like a comprehensive programme and 
something we can aim for.  CM will bring this up in the HRE meeting on Thursday.  SMF indicated that if successful with the CoRIPS application then the 
project could be used as a pilot. 

 
10.2 CM noted that she attended an AXREM AI group meeting with TOR recently and discussed positive ways that the Scottish are working together, clinical 

practitioners and industry on AI, they have exceptionally good websites and ideas about procurement.  CM felt that this group should consider exploring their 
approaches. 

 
10.3 YMC mentioned the Mirada Internship, which is an 8-week programme to deal with PET CT, segmentation, which will commence in the summer.  There is 

already a sizeable number of applicants, and a radiographer will most likely be hired.  One of her colleagues a senior scientist and one of her directors will be 
working on this. 

 
10.4 CM thanked Tracy and the group for all the work they are doing every day to raise awareness of AI.  TOR encouraged the group to please try to attend the 

November meeting in person.  CM was thanked for leading this group. 
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11. DATE OF NEXT METING 
 
11.1 Dates of future meetings were agreed as: 

 Thursday 17th November 2022 (in person at HQ or with option to join online) 
 
 
New Actions: 
 

 

Item No. Description Owner Due Date Status 

5.1.2 Report RE: advisory group networking activities including meeting with AXREM, HRE this week, twitter 
account, SoR website – Anyone who need their bios uploaded should contact CM or TOR 

All   

6. Views RE: further publications from the group/any further publications, presentations, research grants 
etc. – SMF mentioned that the paper (get title) is in process but neither KC nor Spencer Goodman is 
currently at the meeting, but she will update them. 

SMF   

7.5 Review of AI group workplan & formation of working party to review & update guidance document – 
include procurement & implementation: SMF, AG, NA and RT volunteered to have a look at the current 
guidance document and feedback to CM. 

SMF, AG, 
NA & RT 

  

8. Collaboration/crossover with other advisory groups – radiographic informatics, patients, managers: TOR 
to invite Alex Peck – Chair of Radiographic Informatics Advisory Group (RIAG) to attend an AI meeting 
with a view to working together. 

TOR   

8.2 TOR to connect with Patient Advisory Group (PAG) in regard to doing a piece of work together. TOR   

9. General Discussion – current issues, experiences, overview of how practice is going: To note that YMQ 
and RH volunteered to work with KC on a radiotherapy radiographer AI perceptions paper and KC will 
update Spencer Goodman. 

KC   


